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We present a new algorithm, the COLD PRISM, for computing matrix elements in molecular orbital
calculations. Whereas traditional approaches form these from two-electron repulsion integrals
~ERIs! which, in turn, are formed from shell-pair data, we introduce several alternative paths that do
not involve ERIs as intermediates. Tensor multiplication can be used as the basic arithmetic
operation on all of the new PRISM paths and the associativity of tensor multiplication plays a key
role. We have implemented our approach in the Q-Chem program. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-9606~97!01125-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is now well established that high qualityab initiomo-
lecular orbital calculations1 can provide theoretical models o
chemistry that, for very small systems, often rival expe
ment in accuracy. Pople’s G2 procedure,2 for example, has
been widely and enthusiastically embraced as a gene
purpose, ‘‘black box’’ model for the investigation of ground
state equilibrium and transition structures and has been
cessfully applied to numerous chemical problems.

The chief drawback, however, of these highly accur
methods is the staggeringly rapid growth in their compu
tional cost with system size. This has led our group, an
number of others, to take the established methodologie
quantum chemistry and develop modifications with mu
more modest computational requirements. A variety of s
algorithms has been presented recently3–7 ~and more are un-
der development in our laboratory!, but each of these stil
requires a highly efficient algorithm for computing two
electron repulsion integrals~ERIs!,

~abucd!

5E E fa~r1!fb~r1!u~r 12!fc~r2!fd~r2!dr1 dr2 ,

~1.1!

over contracted Gaussian-type basis functions~CGTF!,

fa~r !5~x2Ax!
ax~y2Ay!

ay~z2Az!
az(
i51

Ka

Daie
2a i ur2Au2,

~1.2!

for, although approaches such as CFMM~Ref. 3!, KWIK
~Ref. 4!, and CASE~Refs. 5–7! treat long-range Coulomb
effects in various ways, theirshort-range treatments all in
volve integrals of the form~1.1!.

ERIs appear to be natural intermediates in the const
tion of the Fock matrix,8 and the development of efficien
ERI algorithms in the wake of Boys’ 1950 paper9 has at-
tracted much research interest and has recently b
reviewed.10 In the present work, we propose a new ERI
gorithm and, more importantly, we introduce a very gene
124 J. Chem. Phys. 107 (1), 1 July 1997 0021-9606/97
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scheme in which ERIs are just one of a number of poss
intermediates that may be employed in Fock matrix co
struction.

All methods for computing two-electron matrix elemen
involve four steps which can be discussed in terms of
charge elementsr i(r ) in which the electronic density is ex
panded.

In the operator stepO, the momentumless componen
of pairs of r i(r ) are integrated over the two-electro
operator. In the PRISM~Refs. 10 and 11!, Pople–Hehre,12

and Dupuis–Rys–King13 methods ~the first includes
McMurchie–Davidson,14 Obara–Saika,15 Head–Gordon–
Pople,16 and Ten-no17 methods as special cases!, this yields
the @0# (m) integrals,18 special-axis integrals,12 or Rys roots
and weights,19 respectively.

In the momentum stepL, recursive linear identities are
used to transform zero-momentum quantities into ones w
the desired angular momenta. Much of the work in integ
technology has focused on the construction10–17,20–23and ef-
ficient utilization24–26of such identities.

In the contraction stepC, contributions from primitive
components are added together~with scaling, if appropriate!
to form fully contracted contributions. Deciding how an
when to execute theC step optimally lies at the heart o
existing PRISM methods.

In the density stepD, contracted quantities are scaled b
density matrix elementsPmn and further contracted into ac
cumulators. Occasionally, this is known as the ‘‘digestio
step. As we will show, choices about how and when to
ecute theD step for optimal efficiency lead to a generaliz
tion of existing PRISM schemes.

Approaches can be classified according to the orde
which the four steps are executed: the Dupuis–Rys–Ki
McMurchie–Davidson, and Obara–Saika algorithms are
OLCD; Head-Gordon–Pople straddlesOLCD and
OCLD; Pople–Hehre, Ten-no, and Ishida23 areOCLD; and
the PRISM algorithms include bothOLCD and OCLD
paths. But, as shown symbolically in Fig. 1, four other o
derings~OCDL, COLD, CODL, andCDOL! are possible,
provided that mathematical means can be found to perf
/107(1)/124/8/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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125Adams, Adamson, and Gill: Two-electron matrix elements
each of the required steps. Inspired by its most pronoun
able path, we will refer to Fig. 1 as the COLD PRISM.

TheO1 , L1 , L2 , C2 , C3 , D steps in the COLD PRISM
have been considered before:O1 was first described by Boy
and has since been highly optimized,18 L1 can be accom-
plished using the Dupuis–Rys–King, McMurchie
Davidson, or Obara–Saika schemes;L2 occurs in PRISM
methods but, in Sec. II, we present a more efficient mat
based scheme than either of these. As far as we know
C1 , O2 , DL, andDOL steps have not previously been di
cussed in the literature. We note that, whereas the metho
Panas and Almlo¨f27 ~in which multipole expansions are use
to treat long-range Coulomb interactions! may appear at firs
glance to be aCDOL path, it is not one, for it is based on th
multipole moments of molecular fragments, rather than
individual shell pairs. As such, it can yield Coulomb, but n
exchange, matrix elements.

Using the Einstein summation convention~which we
will adopt throughout this paper!, the expressionsXiYi ,
Xi jYj , andXi jYjk represent prototypical BLAS-1, BLAS-2
and BLAS-3 constructs.28–30It is generally true that the mos
efficient algorithms on modern computers are those that
based on BLAS-3~matrix–matrix! or BLAS-2 ~matrix–
vector! arithmetic. In contrast, schemes that are based
BLAS-1 ~vector–vector! arithmetic, rarely achieve mor
than a modest fraction of the theoretical peak performanc
a workstation or supercomputer. Yet, in theGAUSSIAN 92
program,31 we implemented our early PRISM algorithms u
ing exclusively BLAS-1. Clearly, this leaves much room f
improvement. In our view, the ultimate ERI programs w
employ high-level BLAS and we have therefore sought, a
implemented in the Q-Chem program,32 matrix ~or tensor!
formulations for each of the COLD PRISM steps. In the ne
few sections, we develop practical formulae to accomp
the L2 , O2 , andDL steps and, in each case, indicate h
they may be cast in terms of BLAS-2 and BLAS-3 co
structs.

FIG. 1. The COLD PRISM.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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II. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS

In this paper we adopt the notation system that was e
ployed in a recent Review.10 The CGTF in~1.2! is defined by
its angular momentum vectora5(ax ,ay ,az), its position
vector A5(Ax ,Ay ,Az), its degree of contractionKa , its
contraction coefficientsDai , and by its exponentsa i . The
angular momentum of~1.2! is a5(ax1ay1az). We refer to
the set of CGTFs with the same center and the same se
exponents as acontracted shell, e.g., the set of contracte
p-functions $px ,py ,pz%. Equation ~1.1! defines an inner
product between two functions

~abu[fa~r1!fb~r1!, ~2.1!

ucd)[fc~r2!fd~r2!, ~2.2!

where ~abu and ucd! are termed ‘‘bra’’ and ‘‘ket,’’ respec-
tively. These functions can be thought of as two charge d
tributions and the integral~1.1! describes the interaction be
tween the distributions. The complete set of contracted sh
on each center for~2.1! or ~2.2! is termed acontracted shell
pair. The degree of contraction of the bra~2.1! is Kbra

5KaKb and of the ket~2.2! is Kket5KcKd . The complete
set of contracted shells on each center in the ERI~1.1! is
termed acontracted shell quartet. The total angular momen
tum of ~1.1! is L tot5(a1b1c1d) and the total degree o
contraction isK tot5KbraKket.

All integrals associated with a shell quartet are calle
classof integrals. For example, a (ppupp) class is the set of
81 (ppupp) integrals associated with fourp-shells. It is to
our advantage computationally to compute integrals
classes, rather than individually, because all of the integ
in a class share the same four centers and the same s
exponents, and thus generation of integrals involves m
common intermediate quantities.

For later reference in our formulation it is useful to d
fine a scaled-bra function,

a8b8p8(abu5(
Kbra ~2a!a8~2b!b8

~2z!p8
@abu, ~2.3!

where the shell pairs@abu are scaled by exponent ratio
Square brackets distinguish primitive quantities and par
thesis represent contracted quantities. The exponentz5a1b
arises from the Gaussian product rule.8,10 A scaled-ket func-
tion is similarly defined.

III. THE L2 STEP

Substituting the powerful identity from Ref. 10,

R[
2a

2z
~B2A!1

2g

2h
~C2D!1~D2B!, ~3.1!

into a recast version@Eq. ~97! in Ref. 10# of the Obara–Saika
recurrence relation,15 we obtain
7, No. 1, 1 July 1997
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a8b8p8~a11ibucd!c8d8q8
~m!

5~Bi2Ai !$a8~b811!~p811!~abucd!c8d8q8
~m!

1 ~a811!b8~p812!~abucd!c8d8q8
~m11! %1~Ci2Di !

3a8b8~p811!~abucd!
~c811!d8~q811!

~m11!
1~Di2Bi ! a8b8~p811!~abucd!c8d8q8

~m11!

1ai$a8b8~p811!(a21ibucd!c8d8q8
~m!

2a8b8~p812!~a21ibucd!c8d8q8
~m11! %

1bi$a8b8~p811!~ab21i ucd!c8d8q8
~m!

2a8b8~p812!~ab21i ucd!c8d8q8
~m11! %

1ci a8b8~p811!~abuc21id!c8d8~q811!

~m11!
1di a8b8~p811!~abucd21i !c8d8~q811!

~m11! . ~3.2!
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Through this, and analogous formulae which increment
momentum on centersB, C, or D, any ~abucd! can be effi-
ciently reduced toa8b8p8(00u00)c8d8q8

(m) [ a8b8p8(m)c8d8q8 inte-
grals. One of the most appealing features of~3.2! and its
analogues is that theonlygeometric variables that appear a
the Cartesian components of the vectorsB–A, C–D, and
D–B. This permits the development of the attractive ten
formulation for theL2 step, which we now introduce.

Despite its complexity,~3.2! yields compact expression
for simple ERIs. For example,

~pxsuss!5BAx$102~1!0001011~0!000%1CDx 001~1!101

1DBx 001~1!000, ~3.3!

where, for conciseness, we have usedBAx[Bx2Ax , etc. In
real applications, however, our target is inevitably a co
plete class of ERIs, not just one of them. Since the formu
for (pysuss) and (pzsuss) are analogous to~3.3!, the full
(psuss) classI can be concisely written as

Im5TimOi , ~3.4!

where we have employed the Einstein summation conven
and we have introduced

T5F BAx BAy BAz

CDx CDy CDz

DBx DBy DBz
G , ~3.5!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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O5@102~1!0001011~0!000 001~1!101 001~1!000#. ~3.6!

It is easy to see that~3.4! involves 9 multiplies1 6 adds
5 15 flops ~floating-point operations!. Equation ~3.5! re-
quires a further 3 flops if its bottom row is not already pr
computed.

Tensor equations for higher ERI~and ERI derivative!
classes are similar and offer a new approach in which an
lar momentum is built up, not by the use of single recurren
relations, but by consecutive tensor multiplications byT,
each of which adds a unit of angular momentum~or a de-
rivative order! to the evolving class. We will term a tensorO
of linear combinations ofa8b8p8(m)c8d8q8 a kernel, and we
note that the physical interpretation of kernels is an intere
ing topic.33 We will assume, throughout this paper, that te
sors are multiplied from right to left.

The tensor equation for a (psups) or (ppuss) class is
given by

Imn5TimTjnOi j
~1!1dmnO

~2!. ~3.7!

It involves 93 flops and two kernels. In the case
(psups), the kernels are given by
O~1!5F 203~2!0011112~1!001

102~2!102

102~2!001

102~2!1021102~1!0111011~1!1021011~0!011

001~2!2031001~1!112

001~2!1021001~1!001

102~2!0011011~1!001

001~2!102

001~2!001
G , ~3.8!

O~2!5@001~1!001#, ~3.9!

whereas, for (ppuss), they are

O~1!5F 204~2!0002203~1!0001113~1!0002112~0!000

103~2!1012102~1!101

103~2!0002102~1!000

103~2!1011012~1!101

002~2!202

002~2!101

103~2!0001012~1!000

002~2!101

002~2!000
G , ~3.10!
7, No. 1, 1 July 1997
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127Adams, Adamson, and Gill: Two-electron matrix elements
O~2!5@001~0!0002002~1!000#. ~3.11!

A (ppups) class can be formed in 477 flops from a thir
order and three first-order kernels,

Imnl5TimTjnTklOi jk
~1!1dnlTimOi

~2!1dmlTjnOj
~3!

1dmnTklOk
~4! . ~3.12!

A (ppupp) class can be formed in 2349 flops from a fourth
six second- and three zeroth-order kernels,

Imnls5TimTjnTklTlsOi jkl
~1! 1dlsTimTjnOi j

~2!

1dnsTimTklOik
~3!1dnlTimTlsOil

~4!

1dmsTjnTklOjk
~5!1dmlTjnTlsOjl

~6!

1dmnTklTlsOkl
~7!1dmsdnlO

~8!1dmldnsO
~9!

1dmndlsO
~10!. ~3.13!

Classes containing shells with higher angular momentum
analogous. For example, (dsups) can be formed using
~3.12!, but with the added simplification that onlym<n need
be treated. With a little practice, one can quickly write dow
the tensor equation for any integral class.

We note that, although we have written the tensor eq
tions above in an expanded form, we have done so only
clarity. Elementary algebraic manipulations@for example,
factorizingTim out of the first two terms in~3.12!# generally
yield equations of significantly lower cost, and this is pa
ticularly worthwhile for classes with high angular mome
tum.

Q-Chem contains one routine to compute general bin
tensor products~e.g.,TlsOi jkl ! and another to perform th
Kronecker-adds. The former, which is generally respons
for roughly 90% of the flop count, is simply a matrix mult
ply ~a BLAS-3 construct! and runs very efficiently. An ad
vantage of the tensor approach is that the esoteric tree-se
problems24–26 that vex other schemes reduce to the we
studied problem34 of efficient matrix multiplication.

Having developed an elegant and efficient scheme
transforming kernels into integrals, we now turn our atte
tion to the generation of the kernels themselves. Althou
these can be formed by contraction of the@0# (m) integrals
~theOC choice!, it can be more efficient to form them d
rectly from contracted Gaussians~theCO choice!. We now
discuss this in detail.

IV. THE O2 STEP

We again begin with the identity~3.1!

R[~B2A!x1~C2D!y1~D2B!, ~4.1!

wherex 5 a/z andy 5 g/h. Taking the dot product of~4.1!
with itself, one can show that

1

R2m11 5
1

DB2m11 @11S1x1S2y1S3x
21S4xy

1S5y
2#2~2m11!/2, ~4.2!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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where theSn are simple, dimensionless functions ofA, B, C,
andD. If the bra and ket charge distributions are physica
well separated, it is possible to expand~4.2! as the double
infinite series inx andy

1

R2m11 5
1

DB2m11 (
i50

`

(
j50

`

hi j
~m!xiyj . ~4.3!

It is tedious but straightforward to prove inductively that t
hi j
(m) can be generated recursively from the initial val
h00
(m)[1 using

i ~DB•DB!hi j
~m!5~2i12 j12m21!~AB•DB!h~ i21! j

~m!

1 i ~DC•DC!hi ~ j22!
~m! 2~ i12 j12m21!

3~AB•AB!h~ i22! j
~m! 2~2 j12m21!

3~AB•DC!h~ i21!~ j21!
~m! ~4.4!

and

j ~DB•DB!hi j
~m!5~2i12 j12m21!~DC•DB!hi ~ j21!

~m!

1 j ~AB•AB!h~ i22! j
~m! 2~2i1 j12m21!

3~DC•DC!hi ~ j22!
~m! 2~2i12m21!

3~AB•DC!h~ i21!~ j21!
~m! . ~4.5!

Now consider the task of forming a give

a8b8p8(m)c8d8q8 . Still assuming that the bra and ket are we
separated, the formula for such an integral reduces to
classical expression10

a8b8p8~m!c8d8q8

5~2m21!!! (
p51

Kbra

(
q51

Kket ~2ap!
a8~2bp!

b8

~2zp!
p8

3S UpVq

Rpq
2m11D ~2gq!

c8~2dq!
d8

~2hq!
q8

. ~4.6!

The cost of~4.6!, which embodies theOC choice, is propor-
tional to K tot . Because it involvesK tot square roots and di
vides,~4.6! is frequently the most computationally deman
ing of all the steps in Fock formation, even if the bra and k
scalings are precomputed. However, if we substitute~4.3!
into ~4.6! and interchange the summation order~that is, use
the associativity of matrix multiplication!, we obtain the O2
matrix equation

a8b8p8~m!c8d8q85
~2m21!!!

DB2m11 utHv, ~4.7!

whereH5@hi j
(m)# and u and v contain contracted Gaussia

amplitudes,viz.

ui5 (
p51

Kbra ~2ap!
a81 i~2bp!

b8

~2zp!
p81 i

Up , ~4.8!

v j5 (
q51

Kket ~2gq!
c81 j~2dq!

d8

~2hq!
q81 j

Vq . ~4.9!
7, No. 1, 1 July 1997
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128 Adams, Adamson, and Gill: Two-electron matrix elements
In order to generate the full set ofa8b8p8(m)c8d8q8 as effi-
ciently as possible, we maximally factorize~4.7! by forming
only theuniqueHv and subsequently contracting these w
the necessaryu. Both of these steps can be accomplish
using a mixture of BLAS-2 and BLAS-3 constructs.

If the contracted Gaussians~4.8! and ~4.9! are precom-
puted ~the C1 step!, the cost of ~4.7! is independent of
K tot . Consequently, for sufficiently contracted and we
separated shell quartets, theCO choice must become mor
efficient thanOC. The point at which this occurs depends
several factors. The latter involves many divide and squ
roots while the former necessitates the construction of thH
matrix and the computation of~4.7!. Which of these is
cheaper depends on machine-specific computational cha
teristics such as the divide-to-multiply and square-root-
multiply ratios. Moreover, the number of terms in~4.3! that
are included~which determines the dimension ofH! is also
important. We have found that using all terms of ninth d
gree and lower~e.g.,x4y5! affords a useful compromise. F
nally, we also note that major simplifications in~4.4! and
~4.5! result wheneverA5B or C5D.

V. THE DL STEP

The accumulation of Fock~Coulomb or exchange! con-
tributionsF from ERIs,

Fmn←Fmn1ImnlsPls , ~5.1!

~where I is an ERI tensor andP contains density matrix
elements! is an important operation: two such sums are
quired when computing only Coulomb effects, six wh
treating both Coulomb and closed-shell exchange effe
and ten for Coulomb and open-shell exchange. Traditiona
I is computed and then contracted withP according to~5.1!.
However, Ahmadi and Almlo¨f35 and White and
Head-Gordon36 have recently shown that anOLCD method
is often improved by introducing the density earlier to yie
anODLC scheme, particularly when the degree of contr
tion is not too large. Within such schemes, the formation
I is entirely bypassed and large computational savings
result. One may reasonably infer from this that there co
exist classes for which aDL path ~CODL or OCDL! is
superior to the correspondingLD path ~COLD or OCLD!
and, indeed, this is found to be true. We use the (psups) and
(ppups) classes to illustrate the point.

Consider the evaluation of the Coulomb-only contrib
tions for a (psups) class. TheLD scheme costs 93118
1185129 flops and may be conveniently summarized a

Iml5TimTklOik
~1!1dmlO

~2!, ~5.2!

Jm
bra←Jm

bra1ImlPl
ket, ~5.3!

Jl
ket←Jl

ket1ImlPm
bra. ~5.4!

However, associatively rearranging these equations yi
the 541545108-flopDL scheme

Jm
bra←Jm

bra1TimOik
~1!TklPl

ket1O~2!Pm
ket, ~5.5!

Jl
ket←Jl

ket1TklOik
~1!TimPm

bra1O~2!Pl
bra, ~5.6!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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-
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in which, following our convention, theTOTP products are
evaluated from right to left. The critical advantage ofDL
over LD is that the matrix–matrix multiplies in~5.2! are
replaced by the matrix–vector multiplies in~5.5! and ~5.6!.
Although the 16% savings achieved for (psups) is modest,
the savings grow with the angular momentum of the clas

The evaluation of the Coulomb-only contributions for
(ppups) class is similar. TheLD scheme costs 477154
1545585 flops and is summarized by

Imnl5TimTjnTklOi jk
~1!1dnlTimOi

~2!1dmlTjnOj
~3!

1dmnTklOk
~4! , ~5.7!

Jmn
bra←Jmn

bra1ImnlPl
ket, ~5.8!

Jl
ket←Jl

ket1ImnlPmn
bra. ~5.9!

However, rearrangement yields the 24812015449-flop
DL scheme

Jmn
bra←Jmn

bra1TimTjnOi jk
~1!TklPl

ket1TimOi
~2!Pn

ket

1TjnOj
~3!Pm

ket1TklOk
~4!dmnPl

ket, ~5.10!

Jl
ket←Jl

ket1TklOi jk
~1!TimTjnPmn

bra1TimOi
~2!Pml

bra

1TjnOj
~3!Pln

bra1TklOk
~4! Tr@Pmn

bra#. ~5.11!

In order to execute theDL step with maximum effi-
ciency, one must solve a tree-search problem to determ
the optimal order in which to perform the required multip
cations and to identify any common intermediate quantit
@such asTimOi

(2) in ~5.10! and ~5.11! above#. Furthermore,
like LD, theDL step benefits from judicious factorization

In addition to the advantage thatDL may enjoy over
LD in terms of flop-count, we find thatDL is also often
substantially superior on mop-count37 and White and Head-
Gordon have made parallel observations36 in their recent
work. This is particularly important on computers whe
cache misses are expensive, and is reflected in some o
timings in the next section.

VI. THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

An exhaustive theoretical characterization of the COL
PRISM would include a study of its performance in co
structing a variety of types of matrix element~e.g., Coulomb,
exchange, etc.! from a wide variety of shell-quartet classe
~e.g., (ssuss), ( f dups), etc.! with a variety of bra and ket
degrees of contraction. However, a considerable amount
be learned from a much more limited survey and, in t
interests of brevity, we decided to limit the scope of t
present discussion to a consideration of the construction
Coulomb matrix contributions from a small sample of she
quartet classes using theCODL, COLD, OCDL, OCLD,
andOLCD paths.~We have not investigatedCDOL in the
present study.! For comparison purposes, we have also
cluded data for theHGP-plus-digestion (HGPD) path from
the HGP-PRISM.10

Since any necessary shell-pair data can be precomp
and stored before entering the main loop over shell quart
7, No. 1, 1 July 1997
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TABLE I. Cost parametersa,b for various PRISM paths and ERI classes.

Path

(ssuss) (psups) (ppupp)

x y z x y z x y z

CODL 0 0 565c 0 0 2483c 0 0 11 521c

COLD 0 0 565c 0 0 2504c 0 0 12 360c

OCDL 8d 0 4 26d 28 115 94d 296 2028
OCLD 8d 0 4 26d 28 136 94d 296 2867
HGPD 8d 0 4 75d 0 36 665d 0 648
OLCD 8d 0 4 75d 0 36 895d 0 324

Path

(dsuds) (dpudp) (ddudd)

x y z x y z x y z

CODL 0 0 8772c 0 0 — 0 0 —
COLD 0 0 9222c 0 0 61 017c 0 0 368 616c

OCDL 82d 198 1043 254d 1482 — 586d 5962 —
OCLD 82d 198 1493 254d 1482 28 439 586d 5962 259 415
HGPD 502d 0 144 3158d 0 2520 14600 0 15 234
OLCD 502d 0 144 5336d 0 1296 17000 0 5184

aFor formingJ elements from data for well-separated shell-pairs.
bSee Eq.~5.1!.
cPlus 1 square root and 1 divide.
dPlus 1 square root and 2 divides.
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we can ignore the costs of theC1 andD1 steps. For simplic-
ity ~and because it is true of most of the shell quartets i
large system!, we assume thatAÞB andCÞD and the bra
and ket are well-separated.

It is common10 to decompose the total number of flop
~floating-point operations! needed to treat a single shell qua
tet into primitive, half-contracted and contracted contrib
tions,

Cost5xK41yK21z, ~6.1!

whereK is the degree of contraction of each of the fo
shells. In Table I, we compare thex, y, andz parameters of
the five COLD PRISM paths andHGPD ~the most fre-
quently used path in theGAUSSIAN 92 package31! for six
important quartet classes. In calculating these parameters
have allocated two flops~one add and one multiply! for the
contraction of each primitive or half-contracted quantity. A
though this overestimates the contraction work in cases
quiring addition only~and cases where the degree of contr
tion is 1!, the fact that modern computers can execute
multiply–add instruction as fast as an add justifies this cou
ing scheme.

When it was introduced a decade ago, theHGP
algorithm16 was considered to be one in which contracti
was accomplished comparatively early. Early contraction
the advantage that computational work is transferred ou
the loops involving primitive quantities~x work! and into
loops involving half-contracted~y work! or fully-contracted
quantities~z work!. Such transferral produces an algorith
that is less sensitive to the degree of contraction~number of
Gaussians! in the ERI class, but the price for this is that th
z work required may be quite large.

By the standards of COLD PRISM, however,HGP can
be viewed as alate-contraction path, exceeded in this rega
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only by OLCD ~the Obara–Saika path15!. The x values of
HGPD ~Table I! are generally much greater than those
theOC paths and, of course, theCO paths havex 5 0. Cor-
respondingly, thez values ofHGPD are very much smaller
than those of theOC andCO paths.

It is interesting to make ‘‘back of the envelope’’ est
mates of the value ofK beyond whichCOLD should be
faster thanHGPD for the basic (ssuss) class. According to
the data in Table I, COLD requires 565 flops11
square root11 divide per contracted quartet andHGPD
8 flops11 square root12 divides per primitive quartet. It
follows from ~6.1! that the paths will be equally expensiv
when the ratio of these costs isK4. Making reasonable as
sumptions about the costs of square root and divide op
tions, one is led to the prediction that theHGPD cost will
exceed that ofCOLD wheneverK>2. Of course,K>2 for
most of thes functions in most of the commonly used bas
sets and this observation suggests that, at least for (ssuss)
classes,COLD should be very competitive withHGPD.

As the angular momentumL tot of the class rises, thez
parameters for theCO paths grow very quickly and rough
comparisons in the vein of the preceding paragraph indic
that these paths will only rarely be useful for classes w
L tot.4. ~It should be noted, however, that the very co
tracted d functions that are used in transition metal a
heavy main-group calculations may benefit from these pa
to somewhat higher values ofL tot .! However, for classes
with low L tot and highK, theCO paths are more efficien
than any previously published algorithm.

The z parameters for theOC paths grow rather more
slowly with L tot , and the parameters in Table I suggest th
these paths will be competitive for the intermediate clas
7, No. 1, 1 July 1997



130 Adams, Adamson, and Gill: Two-electron matrix elements
TABLE II. Timing ratiosa for various PRISM paths and ERI classes.

Class (ssuss) (psuss) (ppuss)
(Kbra,Kket) ~12,12! ~6,6! ~8,12! ~8,6! ~8,12! ~8,6!

OC/CO 2.83 1.52 2.48 1.64 2.26 1.44
LD/DL 1.27 1.34 3.40
HGPD/CODL 3.16 1.68 4.50 2.40 4.20 2.03

Class (dsuss) (dpuss) (dduss)
(Kbra,Kket) ~6,12! ~6,6! ~3,12! ~3,6! ~1,12! ~1,6!

OC/CO 2.07 1.38 1.07 1.00 1.00 0.98
LD/DL 1.70 2.50 2.05
HGPD/CODL 3.73 1.90 1.92 1.23 1.22 0.73

Class
(Kbra,Kket)

(psups)
~8,8!

(ppups)
~8,8!

(ppupp)
~8,8!

(dsups)
~6,8!

(dsupp)
~6,8!

(dpups)
~3,8!

(dsuds)
~6,6!

OC/CO 2.03 1.76 1.76 1.85 1.08 0.96 1.01
LD/DL 2.00 4.23 2.40 2.27 2.98 3.11 2.46
HGPD/CODL 5.59 5.16 7.64 3.98 3.15 1.93 2.66

aFor forming the HFS/6-31G* J matrix for an array of 340 carbon atoms~see text!.
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with moderateL tot andK values. In order to gain the max
mum benefit from these paths, however, it is critical that
subroutine that performs thex work be written very carefully
in order to avoid being mop-bound,37 i.e., limited by memory
traffic rather than flops. Our implementation in Q-Che
achieves this.

TheDL paths are cheaper than theirLD analogs for all
of the classes in Table I except (ssuss). This is not always
the case, however. In particular, any class containing
uss) ket is never more cheaply treated byDL thanLD. Fur-
thermore, if exchange~rather than Coulomb! matrix ele-
ments are to be formed, theDL paths become much les
competitive. As one would expect, analogousDL and LD
paths have equalx and y parameters and differ only inz
work. Consequently, differences between them arerigor-
ously independent of Kand tend to be small. This is in in
teresting contrast with the results of White and Hea
Gordon, who found that theirJ matrix engine36 ~which we
would classify asOLDC! gave huge improvements ove
HGPD.

Before moving to the empirical comparison of the ne
section, it is worth emphasizing again the information th
Table I doesnot provide. As many authors have pointed o
the flop-count of an algorithm is only a ‘‘zeroth-order’’ in
dicator of an algorithm’s practical utility, for it ignores th
critically important question of how the algorithm is imple
mented. Using the computer’s architecture effectively is
less important than minimizing the number of flops that
required. Although the multitude of architectures~RISC,
vector, parallel, etc.! now in common use makes this a daun
ing prospect, all significant modern machines are designe
perform BLAS-2 and BLAS-3 arithmetic efficiently. Thus
the fact that the new COLD PRISM paths~CODL,
COLD, OCDL, andOCLD! are all expressed in terms o
BLAS-2 and BLAS-3, gives them a major advantage ov
those~HGPD andOLCD! that cannot be so expressed. Fu
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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thermore ~as we noted in Sec. V!, for a given class, the
DL step generally requires less memory than theLD step
and, where cache effects are important, this is likely to
hance the performance ofDL.

VII. EMPIRICAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Because our principal interest lies in applications
large systems, we have investigated the comparative em
cal performances of COLD PRISM andHGPD on such a
system. The ‘‘molecule’’ that we have considered is C340

arranged as a 4385 rectangular lattice in which adjacen
atoms are 1.25 Å apart. The basis set used is 6–31 G* and
this leads to a total of 5100 basis functions. We have u
the Q-Chem program to compute the Coulomb matrix
this system and have inserted timing calls in order to m
sure the time consumed by various steps on the CO
PRISM. All calculations were performed on an IBM 43
Power PC workstation.

In Table II, we present timing data for a selection of t
classes that typically arise. The degrees of contraction of
bra and ket are given in the form (Kbra,Kket). The actual
timings ~which are typically roughly 103 CPU seconds! are
of little interest and are not included here. Instead, we h
reported theratios between the times required by variou
steps. Unlike the timings themselves, the ratios should
roughly independent of the system studied.

We first examine theOC/CO ratios. The values in Table
II confirm qualitatively most of the predictions made in th
foregoing section based on flop-counts. In particular, it
clear thatCO is much faster thanOC for classes with low
angular momentumL tot and high total degree of contractio
K tot5KbraKket, but that the margin diminishes asL tot grows
andK tot decreases.CO is nearly three times as fast asOC
for (ssuss) with Kbra5Kket512, but is actually slightly
slower for (dduss) with Kbra51 andKket56.
7, No. 1, 1 July 1997
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131Adams, Adamson, and Gill: Two-electron matrix elements
The LD/DL ratios are surprisingly high in light of the
flop-counts in Table I. AlthoughDL often requires fewer
flops thanLD, the empirical margins in Table II are signifi
cantly larger than one would have anticipated and reflect
cache effects mentioned earlier. The ratios that we obtain
consistent with those resulting from White and Hea
Gordon’sJ matrix engine. The first six classes in Table
haveuss) kets and, according to flop-count, should be slow
by DL than byLD. Yet we find that they are sometime
considerably faster!

The third set of ratios in Table II reflect the total time
required byHGPD and CODL to form Coulomb matrix
contributions from shell-pair data. Given thex, y, and z
parameters from Table I forCODL andHGPD, one would
expect thatCODL would be the preferred path for class
with low L tot and highK tot and this is certainly observed t
be the case. It is perhaps surprising, however, thatCODL is
effective even for moderate-L tot classes such as (ppupp)
where, withKbra5 Kket5 8,CODL is more than seven time
as fast asHGPD. In fact,CODL is inferior toHGPD for
only one of the classes in Table II, namely, (dduss) with
Kbra5 1 andKket 5 6. Of course,HGPD becomes far more
efficient thanCODL for higher classes such as (ddudd), but
such classes tend not to be particularly demanding anywa
typical calculations.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The COLD PRISM is the most general scheme hithe
developed for the construction of two-electron matrix e
ments from shell-pair data. We have shown that the f
essential steps involved~C, O, L, andD! can be executed in
several different orders and that each order yields a n
algorithm. In this way, it unites the PRISM~Refs. 10 and 11!
methodologies~which includeOLCD and OCLD paths!
and theJ engine36 ~anOLDC path! and augments them with
an array of other useful paths such asCODL, COLD, and
OCDL. Moreover, all of the new paths can be coded
terms of BLAS-2 and BLAS-3 constructs. Finally, we no
that calculations of molecular electrostatic potentials us
COLD PRISM have been submitted for publicatio
elsewhere.38
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